SLOVENIA

Electronic RNB database (books to 1850 are not included): http://sb.nuk.uni-lj.si/

Period covered: from 1907 to data (it is planned to add materials issued till 1850)

Database has incorporated bibliographic records for books, periodicals, printed music scores, sound recordings, cartographic materials, pictorial materials, and articles. Each section is searchable by title and publication year. The entire bibliography is searchable. Records are provided through the National and University Library catalog or through digitized bibliographies.

The bibliography of articles from 1797-1945 has been prepared, but has not yet been published / available online.

Responsible institution: the National and University Library (Narodna in Univerzitetna Knjižnica) – the National Bibliographic Center (Nacionalni Bibliografski Center) ; contact person: Boris Rifl, the Head of the Slovenian Bibliography Department: boris.rifl@nuk.uni-lj.si

Selection criteria: National Bibliography of Slovenia includes publications – books, periodicals, articles, brochures, musicals etc. – issued on Slovenian territory regardless of the language; works published in Slovenian language abroad; works written by Slovenian authors living in Slovenia and across national borders, and also works published by Slovenian publishers in a wider cultural setting.

The selection criteria to the Slovenian National Bibliography are described here: http://www.dlib.si/listalnik/URN_NBN_SI_DOC-3CLO27H1/index.html (in Slovenian)

Information about Slovenian publications issued before 1850 is contained in catalogues:


Slovenian Bibliography of books printed from 1550 to 1900. Covers works issued in Slovenian language in Slovenia and abroad and also publications of Slovenian authors in foreign languages. The Bibliography is the first part of the planned two-
volume publication. The second volume which has to include articles, finally was not published.


The bibliography of Slovenian periodicals – newspapers and journals issued from 1797 to 1936.

***

Before 1991, the publishing production of Slovenia was recorded in the Bibliography of Yugoslavia, which was issued by the Yugoslav Bibliographic and Information Institute. Books printed to 1850 were included in:


  Beograd: Narodna Biblioteka Srbije.

Catalogue of books in languages of Yugoslav nations (1519-1867) contains approximately 3,000 bibliographic records of books from the collection of the National Library of Serbia.

**Information verified by:** dr. Sonja Svoljšak from the Manuscript, Rare And Old Prints Collection Department: sonja.svoljsak@nuk.uni-lj.si; Boris Rifl, the Head of the Slovenian Bibliography Department: boris.rifl@nuk.uni-lj.si